PC5200
An Emulator to Replace Aydin Display Generators
PC5200 is a software emulator of the Aydin 5215 and 5217 display generators and the 5219
display system that runs on PC hardware. The emulator provides full support of the standard
5215 and 5217 command sets and support for data trending extensions. It supports all the
standard Aydin character sets and additional custom character sets.
Why use PC5200? The Aydin display generators are still widely used as operator interfaces for
control systems in power plants and other industrial settings. However, these devices have been
out of production for many years, and it is becoming more and more difficult and expensive to
maintain them as spare parts and repair expertise become more and more scarce. PC5200 allows
replacing failing display generators with standard, low-cost PC hardware.
Even when the old display generators continue to function acceptably, a maintenance problem
arises on account of the difficulty and expense of finding replacement slow-scan monitors for
them. Slow-scan CRT and LCD monitors remain available, but only from a few vendors; and
these vendors tend to charge high prices for these specialty items. After replacing an Aydin
display generator with a PC running PC5200 it becomes possible to use standard, low-cost PC
monitors as display devices.
PC5200 is available as a native Win32 application and as a Linux application. PC5200 for
Windows is especially well suited for providing an auxiliary "window" into the control system,
whether from a control engineer's desk in the plant, or from a remote location. It features a
network connectivity as well as direct connectivity to the host system. It also provides a
customizable on-screen keyboard that fully replicates the Aydin keyboard.
PC5200 for Linux is especially well suited for use on dedicated and/or embedded PC hardware to
replace display generators in mission-critical applications. This version is available bundled with
a rugged low-cost small-form factor computer and Linux OS.

Features


Support for host communications via RS-232 ports



80 column x 48 line text display format is standard (other formats supported)



Orange, double high, blink, reverse video and low intensity attributes supported



Character sets supplied include standard alphanumeric and punctuation symbols (05-5014A and
05-5125), standard graphic symbols (05-5014A and 05-5053A), standard large Greek letters and
large graphics, numeric and punctuation symbols (05-5054 and 05-5056A), standard large upper
and lower case alphanumeric symbols (05-5054 and 05-5058B), additional graphic symbols (4715212)



Standard PC keyboard keys mapped to 5215/17 keyboard keys



On-screen soft keyboard (Windows version)



Full support for DTCS (trend graphs)



Support for 4 text display channels and 4 DTCS channels



Support for PS/2 mouse for operator cursor control



Support for screen printing



Menu system for setup
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